
 

Brentano String Quartet

Programmes | 2022/2023
Programmes September 2022

Programme I 
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) Quartet in B flat major Op. 33 No. 4
or
Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) Lasciatemi Morire

Ohime il bel viso
Ditelo voi
Zefiro torna 
(arr. by Mark Steinberg)

Béla Bartók (1881-1945) String Quartet No. 5 B flat major 
***
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) String Quartet in A flat major Op. 105

Programme   II     | Renaissance
Johannes Ockeghem (1420/1425-1497) Ave Maria
Josquin des Prez (1450/1455-1521) „Josquiniana“ (arr. by Charles Wuorinen )

Helas madame
Faulte d’argent
Cela sans Plus
Comment peult
Vive le Roy
El Grillo

Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594) „Carmina Chromatica“
Richard Mico (1590-1661) Fancy No. 5
Orlando di Lasso Sibylla cimmeria
Richard Mico Fancy No. 9
Orlando di Lasso Sibylla persica
Richard Mico Fancy No. 7
Orlando di Lasso Jubilate Deo
Carlo Gesualdo (1566-1613) Asciagate i begli occhi

O voi, troppo felici
Tu m’uccidio crudele
(arr. by Mark Steinberg)

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) Lasciatemi Morire
Ohime il bel viso
Ditelo voi
Zefiro torna 
(arr. by Mark Steinberg)

50‘ without intermission | programme details see page 3
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Brentano String Quartet

Programmes | 2022/2023
Programmes November 2022

Programme  IV
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) Quartet in B flat major Op. 33 No. 4
Béla Bartók (1881-1945) String Quartet No. 5 B flat major
***
Fanny Hensel (1805-1847) String Quartet in E flat major 

Programme  V
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) Quartet in B flat major Op. 33 No. 4
James MacMillan (*1959) Momento (1994)

For Sonny (2011)
***
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) String Quartet in A flat major Op. 105

Programme VI   | Dvořák and the American Identity
Spiritual Deep River
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) Quartet in A flat major Op. 105
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) from: Quartet in F major Op. 96 

Lento
***
William Grant Still (1895-1978) from: Lyric Quartet

Quiet One
Charles Ives (1874-1954) from: Quartet No. 1, Op. 57 "From the Salvation Army"

Prelude: Allegro
George Walker (1922-2018) Lyric for Strings
Steven Mackey (*1956) “I've Grown So Ugly”
Spiritual Go Down Moses

Swing Low Sweet Chariot

programme details see page 3
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Brentano String Quartet

Programmes | 2022/2023
Renaissance   | programme information

It’s common to quote Goethe’s apt description of the string quartet as a sort of lively conversation, and
justly so. But in the midst of this celebration of that ongoing conversation we thought it appropriate to take
a brief hiatus to celebrate the music that precedes this conversing, reaching into the evolutionary past of
the string quartet through music of the Renaissance and early Baroque, music for voices and viols. And
much as evolution represents not advancement but rather a winnowing of qualities toward those that fit
the moment at hand, the move toward string quartet music represents a metamorphosis that supports new
priorities of expression. In the earlier music, voices don’t converse, but rather lift together in praise, prayer,
prophecy, playfulness and pain. Both the vocal group and the consort of viols, predating our violin family of
instruments,  partake  of  that  alchemical  magic  whereby  sounds  join  to  bloom  into  richnesses  and
resonances present only in embryonic form in the component parts. Shifting this music onto the canvas of
the  string  quartet  inspires  and  encourages  us  to  re-experience  this  flowering,  this  unfurling  of  the
dimensions implied by the timbral textures of individual strings met by horsehair and pernambuco. 
As this program features predominantly vocal music one might ask, and what of the text? Much as a long-
gone creature can leave its imprint in a fossil, reshaping the world around it, these pieces, born from text,
still bear its imprint in its absence. Often archetypal gestures are left behind, so that in some sense one may
even feel a more lucid, more universal aspect of the idea behind the word in what remains, new facets
illuminated in the gemstone. 
We  begin  with  veneration  of  the  Virgin  Mary,  the  Ave  Maria  of  the  15th  century  Flemish  composer
Ockeghem, from voices that might emanate from a Piero della Francesca painting. And then a turn away
from the sacred in the often jaunty songs of Josquin. The oscillation between the sacred and the secular
pulsates through the interleaved pieces of Orlando di Lasso and Richard Mico. The Lasso pieces come from
the Prophetiae Sibyllarum, the prophecies of the Sibyls about the coming of Christ. Heraclitus says  “the
Sibyl, with frenzied mouth uttering things not to be laughed at, unadorned and unperfumed, yet reaches to
a thousand years with her voice by the aid of the god.” These vocal works, rich in poignant dissonance and
harmonic slippage, alternate with imitative viol works of the English composer Richard Mico, closest in spirit
to the intimate intertwining of later string quartet music. 
The last part of the program visits the mercurial, hypersensitive world of the madrigal. One of the hallmarks
of madrigal style is the idea of text painting, of the sense and import of words taken into the musical
gestures so that there is a certain redundancy: the emotional meaning of the words subsumed into the
musical notes and rhythms themselves. Robert Schumann described music as speech at a distance, meaning
that the inflections and cadence of speech evince truths that survive and blossom past the edges of literal
comprehensibility. In fact, these madrigals often model well the very texture of cogitation and reflection.
Even within  a  single  thought,  individual  words give  off  sparks,  with  branching resonances,  soul-shapes
illuminated  in  the  listener.  With  Gesualdo,  we  have  music  that  thrives  at  the  precipice,  the  threat  of
dissociation and chaos ever-present. In Monteverdi there is less threat of rupture, yet there is here, too, the
sense of immediacy and emotional vulnerability. What an opulent and noble ancestry the string quartet
has! 

Mark Steinberg
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Brentano String Quartet

Programmes | 2022/2023
Dvořák and the American Identity   | programme information
 
When the Bohemian composer Antonin Dvorak was invited to New York to direct the National Conservatory
of Music of America in 1892, he was charged with the unusual task of helping to establish an American
musical identity. It is perhaps no surprise that this task should have fallen to a European, given that Europe
was considered the arbiter of musical culture, but what Dvorak had to say turned the musical establishment
upside down:  
 
"In the Negro* melodies of America I discover all that is needed for a great and noble school of music…
There is nothing in the whole range of composition that cannot be supplied with themes from this source.
The American musician understands these tunes and they move sentiment in him."  
 
Dvorak proceeded to infuse his  own compositions  with these themes, yielding magnificent results;  the
pieces Dvorak wrote in America are among his most beloved.  Dvorak’s pronouncement revealed an open
and deeply egalitarian spirit which resonated  perfectly with the progressive mission of the Conservatory: to
offer  music  education  for  all---including  Blacks,  women,  and  the  disabled.  During  Dvorak’s  three-year
tenure, tuition was waived for anyone who demonstrated need or possessed musical talent. If his conviction
was that the future of American music lay with our own people,  then he made certain that all of our people
had the opportunity to learn.  
 
Tonight’s program pays tribute to Dvorak and his American legacy. Featured is his late Quartet in Ab, Op.
105,  written largely in New York, but completed and published upon his return to Europe in 1895. In the
spirit of an early 20th century recital, we have chosen some “encore” pieces for the second half to reflect
Dvorak’s simple wisdom: that the foundation of an American musical identity would be discovered in our
own backyard. Included are some of the spirituals he found so moving, works by William Grant Still and
George Walker that may never have been written had Dvorak not been an early champion of Black music,
music by Charles Ives that quotes American popular songs, and one blues arrangement by Steven Mackey.
If the program has an emblem, it is the soulful and evocative slow movement from Dvorak’s “American”
Quartet, which bridges the two halves as the music itself bridges two continents. The question of American
musical identity may have yet to be resolved, but,  whatever it  may be, Dvorak and his  music certainly
influenced its trajectory.

Mark Steinberg
(*Quotation Dvorak! Today‘s translation might be „Afro-American“)
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